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We are still waiting for spring to come. It will get up
into the seventies and then we will have snow for three
or four days. The state is preparing for floods again
this year as we have 155% of normal snow pack.
When it gets up into the seventies and stays there the
mountain snows began to melt and down comes the
water. It just happens later here than in other parts of
the country.
It is May 25th and I am sending the newsletter to press.
I had surgery a week ago and I am amazed at my own
progress. I am sleeping, eating and feeling well. I have
had no pain, which is a blessing. I thank you for your
prayers and healing energy.

Due to my surgery in May the intensive has been
moved to June 17-19. The title and times are the same
and the intensive will be at our home.
I have dealt with the female issues of my life all of my
life, but for five and a half years it has really been an
attention getter. I began to bleed without stopping in
April and it has just increased so on May 18 I had a
hysterectomy. The surgery was supposed to be a two
hour surgery and it was complete in 45 min. I was out
of recovery in less than two hours and I was clear and
alert. The cancer was contained in the uterus. Just to
be on the safe side the doctor wants me to do
radiation and I will. There are many things that I can
do to keep the radiation from being so severe.
Thursday evening after the surgery the doctor came in
and said that I would go home on Friday morning,
May 20. I had no pain. I left the hospital and went to a
restaurant and had breakfast and then we drove six
and a half hours back to Lander on lots of bumpy
road construction and still no pain. I took meds to
keep down blood clots, but other than that I am taking
natural supplements and homeopathics. I feel healthy
and my highest choice is that I will remain cancer free.
I certainly hope that after this surgery I can be drug
free.

I just want to take a moment to thank you to all of you
who read, support and comment on the newsletter. I
really enjoy putting it together and it is such wonderful
confirmation when I hear that you like it also. It is all
of you who make all of this worthwhile. Thank You.
Molly
Rainbow Center News
Our May group has been moved to June 5 and the
title is “Climbing the Mountain to Find that You Are
There”. It will be at our home at 2 p.m.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/2011groups.html
St. Germain brings the Sixth of our “Personal Magik”
series “Practical Magik”.
Both CD’s and DVD’s of the first six parts of the
series are available. If you purchase the set of six
“Personal Magik” CD’s or DVD’s you will get the
sixth one free. If you purchase the set of twelve, two of
the set are free.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/evenings.html
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Our next intensive, “Beauty and the Beast: Love
Transforming the EGO” will be in Newborn, Ga at
the Crystal Organic Farm. Molly will be available for
private readings from. Call Helen Dumba, 770 7841060 for registration and appointments.
ASTROLOGY
NEW MOON
This solar Eclipse occurs on June first and triggers off
three catalytic eclipses and four big changes in the
heavens over the next few weeks. This eclipse includes
new channels of perception alters our point of
reference dramatically. Because the consciousness
operates like a camera, what we see depends on where
we stand. Our beliefs and judgments define our reality.
Gemini brings a reminder that there is no one exact
point of view that can define existence for everyone.
Ceres makes a close square to the Moon’s Nodes
(North Node in Sagittarius and South Node in
Gemini) underscoring an ongoing cosmic directive.
Ceres was named for the Roman Goddess of grain,
giver of life. In Pisces, Ceres can heighten our
awareness to all of creation. We are now faced with
sweeping changes in how we deal with the shortage of
food and Mother Nature. When we get complacent
often nature will give us a wake up call—wheat does
not just happen and bread does not come from the
bakery without nature’s contributions.
Saturn which is closely related to the Earth is trine this
Eclipse. The direction is for all of the Earth’s
inhabitants to understand that without the human
alliance we will become more and more deprived. It
can no longer be the idea that “we must get ours even
if they starve”. The shifts on the planet are requiring
that all be attended to. Saturn represents Father Time
and as the frequencies of the Earth are changing we
can notice the reshaping of how time and space
operate. Time does not literally operate on a line.
Time and space are the warp and weave of the Great
Weaver. They form the tapestry of our life. We have
always manipulated time, but now we are being
brought to the place where we have to admit that we
really are the creators of our own reality and that
reality is different from the creations of others. Saturn
has been retrograde since January 25 and will turn
direct on June 12, just three days before the next
eclipse. We are learning not just to be “on time”, but
how important it is to be clear and present in each
moment.

On June 2, Neptune, archetype of timelessness and
multidimensional consciousness, begins a five month
retrograde period. Each year the outer planets make a
retrograde of several months to give us time to ponder
just where we will go next with our life direction. This
retrograde of Neptune will increase the dissolution of
old constructs that prevent us from recognizing our
interconnectedness with all of creation. As Neptune
stations to retrograde, it squares Mercury, fogging the
logical left brain while clarifying the right brain’s
intuition. Chiron represents a bridge between the
physical and metaphysical realms. It begins its fivemonth retrograde on June 8 in early Pisces. This
marks an opportunity to forgive our addiction to the
wounds of our past—the trauma and indoctrination
that have held us in fear and separation. Neptune and
Chiron will station to go direct within one day of each
other on November 9 and November 10.
On June 4 Jupiter begins its passage through Taurus
that occurs only once every twelve years. It will remain
in Taurus until June 11, 2012. This transit increases
our desire for peace, pleasure, beauty and safety. The
star Aldebaran, the Eye of the Bull in the constellation
Taurus, is at almost 10 degrees of Gemini, within a
degree of this eclipse. According to Shamanic
astrology, Aldebaran is a portal to the mysteries of the
mind and when balanced with the energies of the star
Antares at almost 10 degrees of Sagittarius, becomes
an opening to the mysteries of the heart.
This New Moon under lines the statement: “Lose
your mind and take charge of your life”. This is a time
of DIVIEN INSANITY. When we come out of the
ordered, structured, limited and conditional mind that
operates “in the box” we begin, once again to operate
in the Body-brain (the solar plexus). We functioned in
the Body-brain until we got so caught up in separation
that we begin to accept the concept that the soul must
be in the head because the head is the highest point in
the body. “It makes sense, huh?” So we left the place
of center—close to the love of God—and allowed the
EGO to begin to control everything. Now the
movement of the planets is calling us home. We are
required to live the Love that we are.
FULL MOON
Every time there is an eclipse we make another
movement toward higher consciousness. As the
Moon momentarily disrupts the flow of all of the
ultraviolet, infrared, radio and X-rays coming from the
Sun, we “reboot and reconfigure” our consciousness.
Buried emotions and hidden memories float to the
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surface reveling both our limitations and motivations.
This Lunar Eclipse occurs on June 15.
Mercury will be in close contact with both the Sun and
the South Node in Gemini. This not only brings us a
broader perspective, but assists us to be much clearer
about what we are experiencing. Mercury’s opposition
to the Galactic Center can confront us with truths that
are both shocking and empowering. We are being
brought to a point where we can no longer look the
other way because everywhere we turn the revelation is
showing us something new. Misrepresentations of the
media will begin to show up for what they really are
and have been for so long—an attempt of certain
groups to manipulate the minds of the masses into
believing that they are not really seeing and hearing
what they feel that they are. The Magician saying,
“Watch this hand, not that one.”
The Moon and North Node are in such close
proximity to the Galactic Center that they amplify the
theme of this eclipse and the whole of 2011: to
develop not only global consciousness, but a galactic
awareness as well. Sagittarius is concerned with the
search for truth and broadening our horizons. Jupiter,
the planet most associated with Sagittarius, symbolizes
expansion on all levels, but particularly our faith,
philosophy and how we view the bigger picture. How
did we live when we were not separate from each
other, from nature or from our Universe? What
would you change if you realized that there are infinite
forms of intelligence in our galaxy and universe and
everything has a divinely appropriate place in the
scheme of things? The Mind has made things smaller
and smaller in order to create an illusion of control
when there, truly, is no human way to control the
cosmos and never has been.
Ceres continues to transit Pisces and at this eclipse
squares not only the Moon’s Nodes but the Sun,
Moon and Mercury in Gemini and the GC in
Sagittarius, accenting the transitional and
transcendental nature of these times. Ceres is the most
massive of the celestial bodies orbiting between mars
and Jupiter. There is speculation that this asteroid belt
is the remnant of a planet that was either destroyed or
never fully formed. (possibly Maldek) This transit of
Ceres through Pisces is helping us to remember and
reclaim what has splintered off from the collective
psyche. Some of what we must reintegrate is the
Divine feminine, the ancient connection to our own
sacred self and the absolute necessity of living a heartcentered, Soul connected life.

Several other alignments reinforce Ceres message of
connection, compassion and co-creation. Mercury in
Cancer trines Neptune in Pisces to bring the collective
mind to a Soulful connection with the inner Love
inspiring us and bringing us to greater empathy.
Venus’s approaching trine to Saturn on June (17—
Gemini/Libra) and the Sun getting ready to trine
Neptune (June 22) draws us into greater vision and
cooperation. This Full Moon brings us another step
closer to the cultivation of beauty and a communion
with life engendered by the Goddess, rather than
fantasy and domination of the patriarchy.
Use the light of this Full Moon to see what old beliefs
and fears may be holding you back. “Knowledge
without wisdom is like bread without wine. The
communion is incomplete”. –St. Germain
CRYSTAL CORNER
Hi everyone! I hope you have been having some nice
weather so you can be outside and enjoying your
spring. We’ll be talking about the sign of Gemini, the
twins, in this column. Keep in mind when I talk about
the stones that each author or healer has his or her
own definition of what they can do. Crystals and
stones are multi-faceted and therefore can do many
different things on many different levels. Not being
versed in astrology beyond the very basics, I’ve turned
to Judy Hall and her book ‘The Crystal Zodiac’ for
greater information. Here, too, her information might
differ from that of someone who does astrology charts.
So, take what you can use and have fun with it!
Agate, Peridot and Aquamarine
are most closely associated with the
sign of Gemini. In her book, Judy
also lists Tourmaline which is a
rarer association. Your innate
ability to multitask is strengthened
by your Agate birthstone as this
stable and grounding stone encourages you to pay
precise attention to details while still seeing the bigger
picture. This stone’s multiple layers bring hidden
information to light. Known as the dual sign, one with
two sides to its nature,
Agate has the ability to
integrate this duality.
Don’t expect this to
come about quickly,
though, as Agate
works quite slowly.
Tourmaline works
more quickly and is just as important for a dual sign as
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it balances the two sides of the brain and integrates
your inner and outer selves. The brown Tourmaline,
or Dravite, grounds you and assists in paying attention
to practical matters. On other levels, Dravite would be
associated with the star system of Sirius. It would aid
in the reclamation of the cellular memory.
Aquamarine is a freedom stone, a stone of purity. The
purity of purpose
assists the freedom.
Aquamarine may also
aid in calming your
mind and removing
extraneous thoughts. It
filters the information
reaching your brain
and clarifies your mental processes. That can be
freeing, indeed! Peridot is very loving, an
unconditional love. It bonds truth, will and
unconditional love.
As a Gemini, you have a tendency to push yourself
and are prone to nervous exhaustion. This can be
alleviated by the Golden Topaz which acts like a
battery and recharges your energy. Laying down for 15
minutes or longer and holding a Topaz is extremely
beneficial. This gem is also great for soothing fears and
easing digestive disorders.
And so, another month has passed and we’re halfway
through the year. Enjoy the journey!
I am always happy to answer questions and meet new
people. Please contact me for more information.
Linda Thomas
Eternal Ice Enterprises
www.eternal-ice.com
(800) 757 8478

THE GARDEN FAIRY

Rosemary
Rosemary is a magnificent plant with a long history; it
is one of the oldest recorded herbs in history.
References to rosemary were found written in
cuneiform on stone tablets dating from the 5th
millennium B.C. Dioscorides, the 1st century Greek
physician, recommended it for its “warming faculty”;
ancient Greek students wore garlands of rosemary to
improve their memory. The Latin name,
“Rosmarinus,” means “dew of the sea”; it was so called
because it grew around the Mediterranean and
became associated in ancient Rome with Venus, the
goddess of love who was supposed to have sprung
from the sea foam. Because of that legend, it became
the symbol of fidelity in love and was used at weddings
and funerals.
Christians called rosemary the “Holy Herb” and
associated it with Mary, who, according to Spanish
legend, draped her cloak over a rosemary bush on the
Holy Family’s flight to Egypt, turning the color of the
blossoms from white to blue. Rosemary-along with
juniper and thyme-was burned in medieval hospitals as
an antiseptic. It was widely grown in kitchen gardens in
England at the time; an old folk saying was that
“Where rosemary flourishes, the woman rules.” Down
through the ages, it acquired a reputation for aiding
memory.
Rosemary was brought to America by the early
colonists and was highly prized in the first settlements
because the plants had to be carefully stored inside
during the cold New England winters.
Today, we think of rosemary primarily as a kitchen
herb. It is outstanding with lamb or chicken, great with
baked potato spears, and makes a refreshing,
potpourri or moth repellent ingredient, or in
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aromatherapy. The leaf stimulates circulation and
eases pain by increasing blood supply where applied.
Aids fat digestion. Good for aching joints and
rheumatic pains.
Rosemary Chicken Breasts
4 chicken breasts, halved
4 tsp. fresh rosemary leaves, minced
4 cloves garlic, minced
2 Tbsp. Olive Oil
Salt and Pepper to taste
Mix together minced fresh rosemary leaves and
minced garlic. Loosen skin from chicken breasts and
slide rosemary/garlic mixture under the skin. Brush
olive oil onto breasts and sprinkle with salt and
pepper.
The breasts can now be grilled over medium-hot fire
for about 20-30minutes, or until done as desired. Or
they could bake in a 375 degree oven for about 30
minutes.
Ronda McLean
Master Gardener
whisperingelk@hotmail.com
307-868-2693
References:
www.emmitsburg.net/cgi-bin/pf/mg/pf.cgi
www.theherbspiral.com

True friends are hard to come by – thanks for being
one
I generally do not dwell on the aspects of death,
simply because we have so much life to focus on, but
this is an excellent way of viewing the possibilities of
what lies on the other side of what we call death. –
Molly
There was a young woman who had been diagnosed
with a terminal illness and had been given three
months to live. So as she was getting her things 'in
order,' she contacted her Pastor and had him come to
her house to discuss certain aspects of her final wishes.
She told him which songs she wanted sung at the
service, what scriptures she would like read, and what
outfit she wanted to be buried in.

Everything was in order and the Pastor was preparing
to leave when the young woman suddenly
remembered something very important to her.
'There's one more thing,' she said excitedly..
'What's that?' came the Pastor's reply.
'This is very important,' the young woman continued.
'I want to be buried with a fork in my right hand.'
The Pastor stood looking at the young woman, not
knowing quite what to say.
That surprises you, doesn't it?' the young woman
asked.
'Well, to be honest, I'm puzzled by the request,' said
the Pastor.
The young woman explained. 'My grandmother once
told me this story, and from that time on I have always
tried to pass along its message to those I love and
those who are in need of encouragement. In all my
years of attending socials and dinners, I always
remember that when the dishes of the main course
were being cleared, someone would inevitably lean
over and say, 'Keep your fork.' It was my favorite part
because I knew that something better was
coming...like velvety chocolate cake or deep-dish
apple pie. Something wonderful, and with substance!'
So, I just want people to see me there in that casket
with a fork in my hand and I want them to wonder
'What's with the fork?' Then I want you to tell them:
'Keep your fork the best is yet to come.'
The Pastor's eyes welled up with tears of joy as he
hugged the young woman good-bye. He knew this
would be one of the last times he would see her
before her death. But he also knew that the young
woman had a better grasp of heaven than he did. She
had a better grasp of what heaven would be like than
many people twice her age, with twice as much
experience and knowledge. She KNEW that
something better was coming.
At the funeral people were walking by the young
woman's casket and they saw the cloak she was
wearing and the fork placed in her right hand. Over
and over, the Pastor heard the question, 'What's with
the fork?' And over and over he smiled.
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During his message, the Pastor told the people of the
conversation he had with the young woman shortly
before she died. He also told them about the fork and
about what it symbolized to her. He told the people
how he could not stop thinking about the fork and
told them that they probably would not be able to stop
thinking about it either.

must change as the whole of the cosmos is shifting into
higher understanding. The nature of the Universe is
all inclusive. Each human being is a seed of the cosmic
design. You are one with everything that exists.
Anywhere that you would attempt to deny that
connection is a point of suffering and a deep wound of
separation.

He was right. So the next time you reach down for
your fork let it remind you, ever so gently, that the best
is yet to come. Friends are a very rare jewel, indeed.
They make you smile and encourage you to succeed.
Cherish the time you have, and the memories you
share. Being friends with someone is not an
opportunity, but a sweet responsibility.

The Runes of the Universe card are Mannaz and
Othala. Mannaz is the symbol for your wholeness, the
complete person that God brought forth. Othala,

And just remember...keep your fork!

The BEST is yet to come!
TAROT TALK

means that you have inherited the gifts and qualities of
the universe. You carry the Universe in your genes!

You contain within yourself a universe of possibilities.
Everything that God could imagine is a potential that
lies within you. The only limits on your ability to
create are the doubts and judgments that you have
designed to keep you “safe” from expansion. Anything
that crosses your mind is a possibility. The greatest
dream that you can imagine is only a beginning.
Like the unfinished work of Michael Angelo you are
the stone from which the master piece is carved, but
you will never be finished. You are forever a work in
progress.
The word “universe” is comprised of two Latin words,
unus meaning “all together one” and verse meaning
“turning”. So universe means a “revolving totality”.
The Kabbalah letter-name for the Universe is Tav,
meaning “cross”. Tav therefore signifies the four
corners, or totality. Again and again the symbols for
the Universe suggest oneness and fulfillment through
change, death and renewal, revolution.
The I Ching hexagram for the Universe is #64, Wei
Chi/Completion: …a transition from chaos to order.
The archetypal concept of wholeness through
diversity and change gives the Universe its astrological
association with Saturn which is a symbol of Cronus,
Father Time, primal cause supreme deity. Saturn is
presently transiting the sign of Libra and there is a
strong focus on how we create in cooperation with
others—the balance and harmony of the I/We.

Our tarot card for this month is the Universe. We are
being brought more and more to the point where we
cannot, in our smallness, say that we are all there is.
The absolute arrogance of the EGO-ic mind to
assume that this small planet is the only place in the
Universe that has life or that our life form is superior

When the Universe card appears in your reading it is
putting you on notice that big things are in the works,
change is eminent and nothing can remain as it was.
Expand, stretch and be willing to imagine things that
are beyond your imagining. Be willing to step into the
unknown. Let spirit strengthen your faith so that you
are not afraid to move out of what you have known.
You are going new places, whether mentally, physically
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or emotionally. Movement is a sure thing with the
Universe backing you up. The boundaries that you
have known will disappear. This really is not an unsafe
place, but simply a much bigger space than you have
dared to allow. Celebrate the Universe card. It means
that your Mastery is emerging.

ST. GERMAIN’S
MESSAGE
Dearly Beloved Masters,
your healing and spiritual
evolution comes much more
quickly when your focus is on
how you are changing rather
than what is going on in the
world. In fact, one of the
greatest disciplines that all of you face is to forgive
donating your precious power to things that you
cannot change. Your power will assist you to bring
about monumental shifts within yourself and therefore
in the world. You can make a difference that is
beyond words as you release the hold on how things
must be and begin to allow spirit to show you the way
“further in and further up” as Aslan said in the
“Chronicles of Narnia”.
Your life is important to the planet. LISTEN!!!
YOUR LIFE IS IMPORTANT TO THE PLANET!
It is imperative that you forgive assessing your
importance by outer demonstration only. Showing the
world that you are important, in a time when so many
are fighting for their lives and do not have the strength
or consideration for what is going on with someone
else, just uses power that you could put into your own
evolution. When we speak of focus on self we are not
advocating self-centeredness. In fact, as you begin to
truly focus on your own healing and overcoming you
will notice the essential difference between EGO
driven disassociation and spirit guided awareness. You
notice yourself, often for the first time in a long time,
and have a clear idea of what is really happening to
you and for you. You also become so powerfully
aligned that you have the energy to see what is going
on around you without getting lost in it. Beloved
Masters, you cannot heal the world!! Partly because
there are so many that in fear and anger will not allow
healing. They do not believe that they deserve to be
healed and at the same time they are demanding that
the healing be forced upon them which goes against
free-will. It is not the JOB of humanity to decide how
others will make their evolution. That remains in

God’s hands and if the EGO is telling you that God is
ordering you to make others change it is imperative to
get clear within that God is not ordering things to be
done. When you have an awareness of your own
divine mission it will be a loving, almost
overwhelmingly sweet sense of the reason for you to
live and move and have your being. It will not be, I
promise you, to be a drill sergeant at the head of
God’s army. That is an illusion of the order that is
dying. Loving healing and battle cannot exist in the
same place. Finding a sense of peace in the shambles
of the destruction that was created to make peace is
erroneous.
There is chaos everywhere in the world. Many would
choose to believe that it is God’s punishment reigned
down on those who are evil, even though the Bible
says that it rains on the just and the unjust. There are
mixed blessing in “being saved”. There could be the
sense of relief that God loved enough to protect and
on the other hand the concern of “Why was I saved
and not someone else?” God is not fickle!! Nor,
Beloved Masters, is God a judge who is meeting out
punishment in the latter days. What the Earth is
experiencing is a culmination of all of the thought
forms that have been cast into the ethers massing
together like clouds (have you ever done cloud
herding on a summer afternoon?) of energy—like
attracts like. Angry, destructive thought forms are
pulling together and good, kind and loving thought
forms are drawing together. This is not happening for
battle, but there is a great necessity to be very clear
about your choices and where your attention is going
in these times.
There are many brilliant minds that are focused on
figuring out why things are happening and what to do
about them. This is just another version of battle
strategy. Since the mind can only operate within the
confines of the information that it has these strategies
are based on the stuff of the World and not the
essence of spiritual upliftment. There are books and
papers and theories everywhere and every one has
truth in it. Each Master in these times is in his or her
own point of evolution so some things will resonate
with the Soul and some will not depending on where
you personally are operating. There is no better or
worse place of evolution. You are where you have
allowed yourself to be by choice. Things that were not
true in your understanding ten years ago are true now
because you have changed your perspective. All Truth
is true, but not all truth is true for everyone in the
same way at the same time. You are God created
individuals. Some will want to argue over semantics
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such as saying God rather than Allah or Jehovah.
Others want to have everything spoken of in ways that
they have always known. Change, an internal shift of
consciousness, brings more love into the
Soul/heart/mind connection and opens up an
interpretation that comes, not from the EGO but from
the spirit. As the narrowness of the World falls away a
space opens up within and without that is so grand that
there are no words to tell you. When you experience
it you will know without having to be assured. The
Love will permeate every cell, enlightment alters your
vision and the feelings of pure Love-light will bring
acceptance of all things Now.
You cannot fight the Hell that is happening on Earth
and win. You can let go of the struggle and be amazed
at how you are lifted above the fray. You don’t stop
being aware of what is going on, but you become clear
that God really does have it all in Hand. You are in
Good/God Hands.
What is going on in the world is distracting to
becoming who you really are. The changes occur
when you change, not when the World changes first.
You are a Master designer, a Master creator and you
are—right now in this moment—creating the next
moment, the next hour, the next day. Worry is the
highest form of negative creation and it makes you feel
helpless. Clarity about what you desire helps the
design of your world to become a work of art. The
biggest, most powerful changes that you have ever
made are called for now. You cannot look around you
to see what others are doing. “What would Jesus do?”
“What would Oprah do?” have nothing to do with the
power of “What will YOU DO?” in each situation, in
each crisis, in each revelation of your life. You are the
one that you must turn to and find the God within
your own self. You are stronger than you might
imagine, but not by the measures of the World.
Strength, by the World’s measure, is small in
comparison to the immeasurable dynamics of Spirit
within each one of you. “I will lift up mine eyes unto
the hills, from whence cometh my strength”. Look
deep within your self to find the high places that assure
you that you are well.
The healing is in breaking the addiction to looking to
the past to create your future. You simply keep living
the same things over and over because the focus of the
mind is on what it knows rather than on the unlimited
potential that exist beyond what has been before.
Forgive studying the old ways. Your healing lies in the
ancient ways and they are not available through the
limits of the mental realms. The healing that you seek

comes from forgiveness and acceptance of all that you
are. Let go of what was, let go of your wars, release
your struggles and determine to make each day a
better day no matter what life brings you. When you
look around to see if anyone is watching to see what
you are doing—good or inappropriate—you are
delaying you miracles, because they may not even
recognize that such a miracle could happen. Be a
teacher of expanded goodness and brilliant awareness.
Take the lessons of power that you have been given
and teach others. If you do not feel that you have
received lessons of power, then Dearest Masters,
reach into the depth of your Soul and bring up the
words and actions that will allow you to go forth, a
greater being than you have been before. Be an
example—it is up to you what example you will be.
You are unlimited. YOU ARE UNLIMITED! YOU
ARE A DIVINE, UNLIMITED, CREATIVE
MASTER WITH THE CAPABILITY TO
CHANGE THE WORLD FROM THE INSIDE OF
YOURSELF OUTWARD!!! You have influence.
How do you want to influence the world? You
influence by your choices every moment. You are not
some small, insignificant human that means nothing in
the over all scheme of things. Your personal dynamics
influence the planet and all of her people. If you say
you chose to make a difference, make it right where
you are and the ripples will go out and touch others
who will, perhaps, make different choices because of
your love and peace. Just thinking that you are
peaceful, but refusing to acknowledge your anger and
fear, makes little if any healing. Wanting others to
change so that you may see what change looks like still
prevents you from having the experience of feeling
how change affects everything and everyone. Become
a part of the healing by allowing yourself to integrate
with the higher principles. This is not an intellectual
practice, but a deep, internal, all embracing process
that can move quite quickly as you forgive trying to
manipulate the energy.
There are groups of people who are terribly wounded
and in their wounding they want someone to pay a
price for their pain. Some times these groups are place
in a category—Muslims, Al Kida, extremists—but the
pain of the wound is everywhere and the blame cannot
be placed on a religion, a country or a particular group
of people. There are angry people all over the world.
As you begin to connect with your divine All-ness you
can release your own attachment to the wounds that
you have encountered throughout time. As you forgive
these wounds your inner vision clears and you begin to
see all of life from a new perspective. The more clarity
you achieve the greater your potential to make
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important changes because you are more of aware of
how you created limits, because of your wounds.
Being open to greater Love directs your attention and
focus to how to create beauty, serenity and joy in your
own invironment which becomes an energy source
that feeds the clouds of peace and positive potential.
Keep the faith in these times of crisis. Keep the peace
within while storms rage in the World outside. Keep
the sense of comfort that comes with the assurance of
Love that surrounds you and indwells you. Keep still
in mind and emotions so that you may hear the
guidance of Spirit. Know, feel, accept that there is
nothing that you have ever done that would prevent
God from loving you, no matter what the World says.
We will tell you again and again how Loved you are
until you hear/feel the truth of it. We will assure you
that you are accepted and embraced in God’s Love. If
you break divine law the punishment that you find is
from your own EGO, not from God-I AM.
Dearly Beloved Masters, feel the healing pouring into
you. Allow the vessel that you are to be filled to over
flowing. Let that over flow be your gift to the World
and realize that you are still full. You may pour out the
Love and the Goodness and as fast as you pour it out
God fills you up again. If you don’t feel full, seek
within to see if the EGO is still telling you that the
good was never for you. You are not an empty tube
flowing good to others, but not to you. You are a
vessel that is to be filled to over flowing with the
greatest abundance and that belongs to you. What you
share with others from your fullness takes nothing
from you. Actually, as you allow the more that you
give the more that you receive—that is Divine Law.
So Masters, we embrace you and salute you for the
courage and determination that it takes to come up
over the old ways. In the most powerful Love that you
can possibly imagine we support you. Until we meet
again I remain your most humble servant. I AM the
Lord St. Germain

Her website: http://www.ofpoetryandprose.ca
DONNA ING PRESENTS Keys to Remembering
Donna Ing has her card deck
and book through her website.
She and St. Germain spent
almost ten years developing
this amazing tool to assist us in
the remembering process.
Watch for a video on
YouTube about the book and
deck soon.

http://www.RememberingInsights.com .
Kathleen Edwards is a Reiki Practitioner and Teacher
who brings loving essence to her healing. Kathleen is
located in Lander. You may reach Kathleen for a
Reiki healing session or Reiki attunement at 772 5324210.
Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th in Lander. You can reach her for appointments
at 205 566-1424.
Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th in Lander. For appointments call
307 345-3262.
Delphinia Bey is a massage therapist, reiki master and
healer, who does deep tissue massage, hot rocks and
other modalities. She located at 150 S. 2nd in Lander.
For appointments call 307 349-2120.

ADS
OF POETRY AND PROSE by Nanna Hansen
This is a special and very personal website that shares
the dreams and visions of Nanna L. Hansen from
past, present and future. Nanna’s Visions come from
many timelines.

Kimberly Rae Hansen
Digital Artistry
Kim does computer generated fractal art. We
have one of Kim’s pictures and it is most amazing.
Do check out her website!
www.kimberlyraehansen.com

The writing is often in old style and yet it addresses
modern subject matter.
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Paintings by ISA
Isa Kirk has been an artist all
her life and offers personal
"Painted Portraits & Visions in
Pastel", some LE prints and
unique, inspirational greeting
cards featuring her paintings
and photos.
www.paintingsbyisa.com
She also offers personal
readings for people and their animals, as well as Black
Hills Flower Essences. Visit her art gallery at her home
at Plenty Star Ranch, Black Hills, SD For directions
and appointments call 605-673-3012 Love to
connect with your on facebook
Plenty Star Ranch - Horse Boarding in the Black Hills
www.plentystarranch.com
"Painted Portraits & Visions" www.paintingsbyisa.com
Ranch Blog: www.plentystarranch.com/wordpress

Annalaiya is an iridologist and flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a
background in chiropractic medicine. She can
assist in physical, emotional and spiritual healing
through the music table, color box, nutritional
counseling and many other offerings. Wholistic
Options, 214 Main in Lander is open by appointment.
Call 307 332-9882 or 307 438-0927 for appointments
and information.

Shaylinn Kaiser dba
Subtle Impressions offers Craniosacral Therapy
blended with Reiki, Kinergetics and Energetic
Rewiring. She is located at the Rainbow Center
for the Humanities, 177 N. 4th, Lander. For
appointments or information, please call 307 3324471 or
307 349-9837. Gift certificates are available.
Delores DeVore owns Sound-Works, healing
with voice and tuning forks. www.sound-works.biz
Delores is a website designer who has
an extensive background in web design.
www.ddswebdesign.com
or call Delores DeVore 678 634-1249
“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
vog@wbaccess.net or 307-335-8113.
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